
PRODUCTS DESCRIPTION/QUANTITY MINIMUM PRICE 
TOON BASED FIGURE Toons, Robots, 14.99
HUMAN BASE FIGURE Aliens, Animals, 21.99

SIMPLE HAIR MODEL 20 or fewer color options, 1 prop only, morphs for no more than 3 figures such as 
G3F/V4/Dawn 13.99

COMPLEX HAIR MODEL 21+ color options, more than 1 prop, fits for more than 3 base figures, add on options 
such as different types of ponytails or bangs. 16.99

HAIR TEXTURES ADDONS Partial colors do not count towards the total 
1-119 9.95
120-200 10.75
201 + 11.50

POSE SETS Small sets:  up to 20 unique poses 9.99
    With mirrors 10.99
    With partials or Mirrors & Partials 12.99
Medium Sets: 21 to 30 unique poses 10.99
    With mirrors 11.99
    With partials or Mirrors & Partials 14.99
Large Sets  41 to 50 unique poses 11.99
    With mirrors 12.99
    With partials or Mirrors & Partials 16.99

POSE & PROP SETS Up to 20 poses, fewer than 3 props 12.99
Up to 20 poses, 4 or more Large props or Buildings or scenes 14.99

CLOTHING MODELS 1 piece.  Simple dresses, bikinis or 2 piece underware sets 11.95
2 piece 13.95
 Up to 4 pieces 15.95
 5 or more pieces 17.95

CLOTHING TEXTURES
Addons for a 1 or 2 piece Base Up to 8 options for a two piece… so a one piece can have 16 9.85

Up to 14 options for a two piece… so a one piece can have 28 10.50
Up to 20 options for a two piece… so a one piece can have 40 11.25

Addons for a 3 to 10 Piece Base Up to 5 options 11.45
Up to 8 options 12.85
Up to 14 options 13.95
Up to 20 options 15.15

Addons for an 11 + Piece Base Up to 6 options 13.95
Up to 8 options 15.95

SHOES 1 Pair 9.95
2 Pair 11.95
Additional pairs will be priced during Review

SHOE TEXTURES Up to 20 Options 8.95
21 to 30 Options 9.50
No more than 30 options per pair
Texture sets for more than one pair of shoes will be priced higher

VEHICLES Basic Models - 1 Piece 11.95
Basic Models - 2 Pieces 13.45
Complex Models - 3 or more Pieces 16.95

2D BACKGROUND PACKS 1.50

ALL PRICES ARE MINIMUMS....ANYTHING ABOVE THIS IS UP TO THE INDIVIDUAL VENDOR. THERE IS NO PRICE CEILING ON YOUR ITEMS.  
Renderosity Minimum Pricing Chart 2018

Limit of 8 sets/style included in one add-on package for a 6 -8 piece base.
Limit of 8 sets/style included in one add-on package for a 10+ piece base.  

                                                                                                                        /                                                                                                                     

Small items, such as socks, belts, headbands, etc are not counted

Pricing can fluctuate due to complexity of the base figure options provided for it, i.e. morphs, clothing and poses. 

Limit of 50 Base Poses (not counting partials &/or mIrrors) per item

Complicated sets such as clothing with props will be priced higher 

Clothing for Less Popular Models may be priced a dollor or two lower due to a smaller demand

Limit of 20 sets/style included in one add-on package for a 1-5 piece base.      



CHARACTERS
Up to 7 makeup/7 eyes/7 lip colors and 1 body INJ,  1 head INJ and 1 "feature" INJ 
(ears/eyes/nose)  and 1 base/full mat up to 10 nails/brows options 14.49
8+ options in each of the above categories, allowance for 2 base/full mats for tattoos or 
fantasy skin *up to 20 nails/brows options 16.49
13+ options for each category or more features, allowance for 3+ base/full mats, no limit 
on nails/brows options 18.49
No limits on any markups/brows/lips/nails etc. Only restriction is only 2morphs per head 
and body and 4 full base mats. 21.95

PROP SETS Small sets/rooms/scenes with  up to 3 pieces 9.50
Medium Sets/Rooms/Scenes with up to 7 pieces 10.50
Scenes/Rooms large with more than 12pieces 13.50

MERCHANT RESOURCES ANYTHING DESIGNATED as an MR will be priced 3 Dollars more!
Texture Tiles or Fabrics Up to 30 9.95

31-60 11.95

Materials or Shaders 12.95
14.95

1 - 120
121 - 220 
And 221+ 16.95

Tattoos, eyes, lips 10.00
Brushes, Actions, Styles 8.95

No more thant 60 per package

If your item is a Merchant Resourse only 60 textures are allowed

Prices are subject to change at the discretion of Renderosity Staff.  Pricing guidelines are also subject to change. 

ONE option per makeup option/eye option/lip option will be allowed. So if you have a “regular” lip color you can have ONE either glossy/glitter option. 
This is an either or choice….not both. If you have 2-3 options such as glitter/glossy/matte etc…it puts the product into the next higher pricing guideline 
area. So if you have makeup’s such as regular/dirty or regular(with hair)/without hair etc…these count as ONE with the one additional option. Any 
more than ONE option per texture will put the product in the next category. Eye shadow/Eye shadow w/liner is ONE. 

Larger/unique sets priced on case by case basis with these above prices in mind
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